Be Grateful.....For the Russians???

By Anna Von Reitz
Yes, be grateful for the Russians. Very grateful. And not for the first time, either. You were never
taught this in school, but during the Civil War the British were poised to come ashore and attack the
people they were honor-bound to protect. It was the Russian Czar who sent his navy to impose an
international blockade that prevented the British from attacking then. It is the Russian-Chinese
Alliance that is preventing them from attacking us now.
The Brits were ready to tear us a new one back in the 1860's, but the threat of war with Russia over it
was too great a risk to take for the pleasure involved. It's the same thing now. Russia is protecting us.
The British Government, the British Crown Corporation and the old European Hegemony left over
from the Holy Roman Empire is the threat. That's the group that has been feeding off us like
vampires and embroiling us in wars for profit for the last 150 years. Not the Russians. Not the
Chinese.
For those of you who can't read the Tea Leaves: France, specifically, Bank of France, is returning $475
trillion dollars of ours that they just happened to have in "safe-keeping" for us. Of course, they
weren't saying a word about this arrangement to us. They were laying back in the weeds hoping that
we would be too stupid to be able to follow the paper trail and figure out that we aren't the ones in
debt. They hoped that we would just abandon all those assets and never exercise our creditor status,
but..... we did. Thank God.
During the time period when they hoped we would be Numbnutz and allow them to claim
abandonment of those funds, they generously used a portion of our own money to loan back to our
servants in the Territorial United States Government and they launched what I have called "Le Neu
Republique"--- the New (supposedly American, but actually French) Republic, in hopes of simply
creating a new government service contract for themselves via a process of debt assumption. If we
were dumb enough to assume the debt, they would be sharp enough to assume the priority creditor
position and loan our money to our public servants at interest.
How cozy. France loans us our own money at interest, and to our Hired Help, appears to be the New
Boss on the Block. Can everyone here say the Big Word--- "usurpation"? That's why we repeatedly
rebuffed Jacob Rothschild and said, "Thanks, but no thanks." to the offer.
It's our money. We don't need to loan it to our Hired Help at interest. And we don't need French
contractors in here providing us with "essential government services" last time I looked. With $475
trillion in the bank, we can afford to hire and fire whoever we want. We can have an actual American
Republic instead of something that appears to be American and isn't.
Now, some of you who have been following the actual news instead of the fake news will remember
talk last fall about Canada coming in and taking over the bankrupt United States? If the British
Government had its way, we'd be at war with CANADA --which owes us a ton of money and would be
hoping to win and thereby avoid paying---and the UN CORP, which is in a similar position.

But once again, the Russians came to our rescue, put their foot down, and said, "NYET!" to that plan.
Once again, as in the 1860's, the Russian Navy weighed in, very quietly, and gave the British
Schemers enough to think about.
So it's because of the Russians that our unprotected borders are not crawling with Mexican, Canadian
and UN Troops. It's because of the Russians that our country is at relative peace and making
headway toward recouping our purloined assets and settling our business affairs responsibly. It's
because of the Russians that people and countries that are deeply indebted to us-- the Brits, the
European Union, and most of the rest of the world--aren't busily trying to kill us or take us over to
avoid paying their own debts.
America, with respect to the British Government, has been like a stupid young school girl in love with
an evil older man, the seventeen year-old who mistakes self-interested lust for love, and trustingly
gives and gives and gives to Uncle Monty. It is long past time for everyone to grow up and wake up
and figure out who our real enemies are and have always been.
For the past 150 years all we have heard about are the bad Russians, be afraid of the Russians, the
evil Ruskies.... but the Russians have kept watch and stood at our back more than once and have
defended us against powers and principalities that pretended to be our friends and allies ---and
weren't.
Also, if you look at the situation in light of the Secret Treaty of Verona (1822) it is apparent that we
and our American republican states, with our egalitarian ideals, and our desire for limited
government---are natural enemies of the old Holy Roman Empire and the British Monarchs, as a
mongoose is the natural enemy of a snake. They believe in the "divine rights" of Monarchs and
Popes, but we don't and the Russians don't either.
We have far more in common ideologically with the Russians in terms of honoring the Common Man,
aka, soldiers, workers, and farmers---than we will ever have with the Monarchists and Papists.
It's time we recognized the self-interested motivation that the old European Monarchies and the
Popes have had for preaching anti-Russian propaganda to us for decades. They've kept us deluded
about the "Russian Threat" because Russian Communism, like American Independence, is a threat to
them and their power and their feudalistic system that requires enslaving the many to feed the gross
appetites of a few.
Am I worried about President Trump working with the Russians? No, I am glad and grateful to see it. I
am relieved to see it. It tells me that the President is not a fool, and that perhaps, at long last, we will
have the common sense to give Uncle Monty a well-deserved kick the rump, clean up our own mess,
and restore our own government.
We claimed our independence from Britain in 1776. It's high time we exercised it.
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